
2017-10-21 Saturday History Call

DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III OPENING MEDITATION; HOUSEKEEPING 
IV HARD NEWS

I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A   BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2;  click on 
“64K Listen”

* Thursday:  9 pm  – 12:00 pm EST  Stargate Round Table Host: MariettaRobert

* Friday:   9 pm – 2 am EST Friday Night Hard News            Hosts: Tara & Rama

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule  Hit ‘PLAY’

Listen with land-line phone  STATION 2     605-475-1600
alternative     712-775-6619 

* Saturday: 2:30 pm  – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA     T  & R

Listen live online    http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule (64K, 64K, 128K 
player button)

Listen with land-line phone  STATION 2 605-475-1600
alternative 712-775-6619 

* Friday, Saturday Conference Call:
The call moves from the radio  to the Conference line: 

For 1 hour: 10 – 11 pm EST, then returns to BBS Radio
Listen on the phone    641-715-3650 PIN 353863#
Listen online 641-715-3650 PIN 353863# 

www.freeconferencecallhd.com

Call to ask questions:    Canada & US: 1-888-429-5471; International: 530-413-9537

Also Available: BBS Phone Line: 1-716-748-0144 NO PIN REQUIRED: this 
line is very, very clear! 

C  Skype: BBSradio2

D   Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
  ● To access  the FREE BBS archives for any of  these programs: 

   •  Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows 
   •  Scroll down to Saturday History Call  with Tara and Rama; click on “Library Archives”
   •  Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one 

being at  the top.
   •  You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.

 E  Archives also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 
written notes, as well as the audio recordings of the conference calls
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II TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:   9 – 10:30 EST Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls 
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-4120;  PIN 9467441# 

B    Tuesdays,  2Nd & 4th of each month:  Ashtar on the Road
 9:00 – 10:30  pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others  

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
       To access  by Phone: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;  PIN  972400#

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays:  7:00 – 9:00 EST The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern 60-minute conference call with the Collective, 

a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message "YES to Abundance!"

III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING;  ACCESS TO PODCAST

A. Opening Meditation: Rainbird & her drumming

B. Housekeeping: Rainbird 

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week. And we need $355 this week.

So we are caught up – thank you, thank you, thank you!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find listing for True History call; find Paypal button 
      • BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2  T & R PROGRAMS, 
    or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table  

• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc. [Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane [Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA     95969

• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on 
behind the artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do 
require a home, food, gas, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information 
out to the world.

• The upcoming need: RENT BY 31st – thank you, thank you, thank  you!
• Rosie, the Shuttle Craft, needs a new transmission: Total: $1,100  
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They have paid ET $900 to start the work, so that leaves another $1100 to 
complete the car repair. Please remember this fund as well! 

•  Donations via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow 
Roundtable - can be set up for regular donations; any amount is 
welcome and much appreciated! Can always change the amount as 
you see fit.

•  Please notify T & R if you're sending something: koran999@  comcast.net     

•  Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

•  phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:    317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com 

•  Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well! 

MR: •  Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too 
•  You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donations to Santa Fe Coop = fresh, organic, food for T&R

•  Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with 
Beneficial Farms Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, NM 

•  These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a 
steady supply of fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very
grateful for your assistance.   

•  Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do 
multiples if they wish:   
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm

• Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well. 
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html

 
T:  Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: 

it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061

C:  ACCESS TO PODCAST:  The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.

https://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-october-21-2017

IV  HARD NEWS Rama, Tara – R; T

T: we’ve never lived through a time like this on earth! Grateful for the Love that dwells among us
• Putin gave a final talk after the youth event in Souci – was referring to things that are 

going on at the moment
• said humanity knows how to  change DNA and manipulate it – can make it so 
certain genetically inherited diseases can be stopped, and also spoke of the other 
side of that potential: that he told the youth about it is another story 
• Can take out peoples’ emotions and affect their DNA so they are turned into war 

machines which is the issue of the day

 Going Underground – talked about the collision of the 2 neutron stars so many millions ofyears 
ago and the graviton waves have reached earth

• that the British have created a laser weapon that can annihilate everything in its path 
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• T & R to ASHTAR – this death star technology is beyond nukes!!! R said this is where 
Asthar and Sananda step it 

R:  Listened to Retaking our democracy – radio program: 
• Host Paul is connected to a Santa Fe Vets for peace and Los Alamos for Peace – he is 
both a scientist and a vet, and he quit working at Los Alamos, as they make triggers for 
the ICBMs 
•  It’s no kind of legacy for his children – soul matrix is more important than retirement 

funds – going through some kind of regret for working for years at this place where 
Fat Man and Little Boy were created!  Brought up the Rosenbergs who were 
executed and WERE INNOCENT. This story was on a TV station recently and is still 
being twisted.

• Said he knew things about Los Alamos he could not go into – it’s 6 levels deep and then 
goes further down 5- 15 miles down; has heard rumours of underground levels 

T: asks Rama to get the KOS to check if those places have been gutted

R: Guests were Bill Ayers and his wife: worked for the Weather Underground, the SDS,  back in 
the day – talked of how Rev Barber is putting together a Second Poor Peoples Movement in
Civil  isobedience – they want a chapter of 1000 people in every state so that there can 
be constant civil disobedience every single day 
•  many of the NAACP people who worked with MLK are involved

• This is so huge it’s causing rumbles in DC - a comment was about once black 
people start marching, civil disobedience 

• there are going to be people training the 1000 in each state – at least, 1000 in each state
– will be taught how to talk civilly, kindly talk to the cops

T: is concerned because the police don’t care how civil you are – get out clubs, etc
R: will have backup with phones, cameras, and other devices so stuff goes onto the 

internet; also said it would be good if the media were there 
T: well, RT will be there and Democracy Now – elected officials

T: going on in the European Union – known people in the countries are pointing out what is
not happening vis a vis the people 
• Greece has no money thanks to Germany, and people are dying in the camps – 
• the largest  cholera epidemic in world history going on in Yemen – and this 

situation has nothing to do with the alibi created for the war –
it’s all CIA-duh! And Britain is coming right along too!

• The US has sold the weapons to Saudi Arabia and they do the dirty work,

R: POPPY LADY texted: another car bombing in Kabal, attacking Afghani recruits were killed 
right outside a secured area in Kabal – it’s tied into the fake war on terror – 911 with no 
answers to this day, and Bush and Cheney still walking around!

• being told by all the Forces of Light: at this final juncture all they have is fear; their pants will be
around their ankles and Ashtar will be here!

T: they have weapons they’ve been using, and she doesn’t get this!  
R: they are using technologies which are based on ET tech – which means that there will be 

disclosure when this comes down. [as people ask where the technolgies came from]
• There will be a point here – not sure when or where, but Now is the time – being told this
by the Force; they want us to go into despair and depression – yet  the quantum field has 
been tipped in our favour which is why things are coming to the light of day

• Bill Ayers talked of the spiritual insights that began in the 60s and are here in spades now
– people now aware that they cant take 3 hits of acid and carry on as if normal! 
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- He also said not to underestimate the wealthy visionaries and Yes, NESARA does 
have to be announced first

• When it comes to the time, he will pass the talking stick to Mr Anonymous
•  we are stepping into the realm of the energies of the Force; he knows we are being 

trained by the Force to work with the Office of the Christ

Reading:  2017-10-20  California Fires Defy the Laws of Physics (where’d the houses go?) 

Reading:  2017-10-20  Top psychiatrist gives weighty assessment of how dangerous Trump is—
then gives a sound solution 

Audio:  2017-10-17   LIVE: Former President Obama Rally Speech 10/19/17 for Ralph 
Northam, Phil Murphy in VA, NJ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pimDqrG6DuY

LIVE: Former President Obama Rally Speech 10/19/17 for Ralph Northam, Phil 
Murphy in VA, NJ. LATEST: President Obama Campaigns for Ralph Northam for 
Virginia Governor, Phil Murphy running for Governor in New Jersey. 

T/R: The kind of energy generated by the speech will be increased by the Rev Barber’s 
initiative.  

Reminds her of Catalan:  over ½ million people in the streets
• Madrid wants the top leaders of the Catalan to be removed and replaced with people of 

their choice! 
• the Catalan president will not accept  Spain’s desire to take over Catalan – it’s a show of 

defiance there.
• This is a coup in terms of those who want a 4th Reich agenda and continuous war
R: this is not on the timeline, according to Sat Yuga! 

T: there is no power in the seat of the Presidency, other than the hearts of the people who  
recognize that a double agency is required to identify /play the part of President [Obama 
was/is a double agent, working with the galactics]

•  what happened in Las Vegas and now in California:  the particle beam weapon used is like that 
was used on 911 – 
•  the fires have just been linked to Dr Judy Wood, which goes back to 911: does this bring

911 back to the table
R: that is why the Poppy Lady is still over there!

T:  this story is at a screaming Crescendo – even on AM Joy and even on Ali Velshi – they are 
delinating – wake up and stop listening to the propaganda and drinking the kool-aid, 
everybody!!!

Audio: Going Underground and listen with big [discriminating] ears

T: Someone broke into Putin’s speech: doesn’t matter what the system is, it matters what 
is in the people’s hearts in terms of the ethics, etc - no matter what the media says, 
the Grump admin regarding those on RT are idiots – they said that he was calling 
himself an idiot as he was on RT when he said it!!!! They’ve had over 3,000 people 
from across the planet as guests! 
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2017-10-21   Deadliest Terror Attack in Somalia, NATO Policy in East Africa & War-torn 
Yemen (E534) 

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/407383-somalia-terrorism-arms-sales/

We speak to Professor Abdi Ismail Samatar, a trustee at Mogadishu University, about the 
terror attack in Somalia. We go to Yemen to speak to UNICEF about the UK’s arms sales 
policy. Plus, we read this week’s PMQs!

•  About Laser weaponry being developed by Great Britain

Audio: Watching the Hawks #MogadishuStrong & California burning (E585) 

2017-10-17  https://www.rt.com/shows/watching-the-hawks/406931-car-bombing-pentagon-wildfires/

Firefighters battle a wildfire near Santa Rosa, California, U.S © Jim Urquhart / Reuters 

The mainstream media is ignoring Somalia’s devastating car-bombing and news of 
massive Pentagon waste. RT’s Natasha Sweatte reports on the scope and impact of 
California’s wildfires. Sean Stone continues a conversation with Pentagon Papers 
whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg about the lies and politics underpinning the Vietnam 
War. And controversy swirls around a modern-day pin-up girl calendar for a 
veterans’ charity.

RT  News: background history on Puerto Rico and how it became a ‘colony’ of the US; effect of 
the The Jones Act on the island; 

Audio: FBI in hot water & rewriting history (E583)  2017-10-13 

https://www.rt.com/shows/watching-the-hawks/406547-isis-pentagon-papers-nasa/

FBI and police investigators search the area around a car that was used by two gunmen, whose bodies lie covered by a
tarpaulin, at the site of an exhibition in Garland, Texas May 4, 2015 © Laura Buckman / Reuters 

The FBI appears to have had a role in the deadly Islamic State-inspired 2015 shooting in 
Garland, Texas. A recent study reveals shocking findings on Americans’ perception of fake 
news. Pentagon Papers whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg joins Sean Stone to discuss the lies and 
misleading that led the US into the Vietnam War. And NASA is considering some extreme 
options to prepare astronauts for its flagship mission to Mars.

R,T: discussion about Artificial Intelligence, changing DNA – the children being born now are 
being born with their DNA upgraded, with the siddhis already returned: no need to alter 
DNA to withstand the radiation from space. Especially as it would be done by those not 
working for the Light.

Thom Hartmann: a series of episodes with Dr Richard Wolff  - recent episodes – no dates 
•  People in Europe don’t see any hope in the future at the moment and are doing things 

which can make things worse: they are raging against Europe – Brexit, 
Scotland, Eastern Europe, Catalonia [spain has around 20% unemployment] – 
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everyone is looking around to find sometone to blame – in the US it is about 
blaming immigrants

the Struggle between Catalonia and Spain is not really the problem – the Spanish 
gov’t will make the situation work whether Catalonia goes independent or not

another clip: Thom asks Dr Wolff what’s going on in Spain / Catalonia 
•  All countries have tensions within them; Spain and Catlonia is really grim - 

to subject people to such tensions they will look for solutions – can re-discover 
things they don’t like about others and push for separation

•  Like Greece and almost as bad, the 2008 crash decimated Spain and it has not recovered
– 15%- 20% unemployment so every family has had one or 2 family members out 
of work and with no savings. Putting the people through the wringer has caused 
Catalonia to think they’d be better off outside of Spain with its ultra conservative 
gov’t- causing disruption I the politics in France and Germany, as well as in other 
European countries. The rise of the right wing is also a result – and having Trump is
also a result -

Audio: On Contact – Chris Hedges Climate crisis with James Hansen   2017-10-22 

https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/407431-nasa-climate-change-issue/

Dr. James Hansen, former director of NASA’s Goddard Institute and Adjunct 
Professor at Columbia University’s Earth Institute, discusses the urgent need for 
radical change in our relationship with the planet. RT Correspondent Anya Parampil 
looks at the accelerating pace of climate change 

*** yes, they used some technology to enhance the fires in CA 

T: what we know about the interventive motion of NESARA – the biggest one she knows of is the 
seed pods in the capstone [of the pyramid] which will re-ignite the xenon gas which will 
bring about the ability for people to tap into their siddhis. 

•  The fine line here: we are so used to having a thumb upon our head that the idea we are 
ourselves autonamous – we don’t know the meaning of that in terms  living it – especially 
with the bombardment at every level by greed, sexual molestation mind-control and 
money – that is the pursuit of the higher energies. 

• Ultimately we are going to be doing this - they are making the energy available but they are not 
doing this for us –
•  Any resistance to these energies can create a problem as the Laws of Nature and 
Nature’s god prevails.

Reading: 2017-10-20  Sexism: A Brutal CNN Takedown Of John Kelly’s Comments About Women 

Reading: 2017-10-19   THANK YOU, Lawrence O'Donnell for a brilliant and courageous response 
("Empty Barrel" Oct. 19, 2017)
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ASTROLOGY RICHARD [RI]

Astrological Weather Report

Sat the 21st:  Moon in Scorpio, has been there since Thurs pm and goes into Sag sun am
Mercury goes into Libra Sunday afternoon

Mon: Sun goes into Scorpio early in the morning

Tues: Mercury trines Neptune: Mercury to Pisces
Moon moves into Capricorn later

Wed: moon now in Capricorn - 

Thurs: Sun Conjunct Jupiter in early Scorpio, 4th * – the big energy of the week
Building since the new moon 
•  one of the times of the year: Jupiter will be behind the sun, so Jupiter energies will be 
influenced by the sun’s interference. It is not an eclipse but a conjunction, so one is above 
the other – one of the most powerful, beneficial influences of the year. Sun and Jupiter are 
# 1 and 2 in terms of raw power in the solar system [Thurs, Oct 26th]

Fri: lots of aspects with the moon: 3 squares and a trine; Mercury is sextile Pluto - Scorpio to 
Capricorn; moon into Aquarius in the morning

Sat:  Moon in Aquarius over the weekend 

Oct 31st:  Moon is void of course in Pisces: Pisces is not a bad moon sign for Hallowe’en – should 
dampen negative influences. Neptune AND Chiron are in Pisces 
•  Meaning of wounded healer in Pisces: we are working on the Picean and Neptunian 
vibrations. Neptune in Pisces is very unbounded oceanic energies: if we are not soldified 
in our beings – it’s where we have people incapable of looking after themselves – too 
spaced out to take care of themselves. And he does not mean children. As a civilization, 
this is an underlying issue

•  Aries is a new creative energy, Uranus reflects masculine Divine Will for all of us – Sun and 
Uranus act as a pair: Sun sends out energy in the broadest vibrations and the planets pick 
up those vibrations and emit their own energies; We on earth are bombarded by 10 major 
energies. The moon is dead and acts as a reflector; the others all have spin and they also 
emanate, radiate energies

Nov 1st – All Saints day

Astrology for the Soul https://youtu.be/HeU6hhT1h0c

I surrender to love though super scared,
And open my heart to you,

Inviting the healing and transformation,
That only loving can do.
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With the new Moon in Libra exactly opposite Uranus this Thursday (tomorrow) 
anything can happen! As I mention in the report, "What goes around comes around."
Together with the other aspects, I would call this a very karmic time. A reckoning of 
sorts. If you have been honorable and virtuous you may expect unexpected gains, 
applause, and even money! If you have acted with disregard for your impact and 
effect on others both intimate and public, you may receive back some uninvited 
undesirable feedback, losses, or breakups.

With everything from the Sun out to Jupiter in Libra and Scorpio this week we can 
safely say that "the ball is in their court." It behooves us at this time to come to the 
peace talks, perhaps even with a white flag of truce, to listen, receive, and use the 
new input to fly higher in the clear skies like the plane in the Sabian symbol for this 
new Moon. May your plane fly higher and higher!

RI: Besides the Neptune and Chiron in Pisces, the other vibrational energetic influence that is 
always there are the energies from Galactic Centre. Saturn is close to that direction and 
also takes in some of that energy from outside the solar system. This is true of the other 
planets, as well. Saturn and Lileth at G Centre are    in . . . 

The Art of Astrological Synthesis –discusses this aspect; he can recommend books if we wish.

• T mentioned 2 neutron stars colliding – gravitational detector people have detected the 
gravitational wave / reading on the collision, and they also got a Light reading from other 
telescopes around the planet. We could consider it all light in spite of what the rays are 
called; would like to know how close it is to the elliptic and a few other things. It’s a source
of evolutionary in put 

• If anyone wants  to convince astrological skeptics,  tell them about this: it’s PHYSICS!

T: R met an elven lady who is 20,000 years in her body – could ride in on that energy.
• Today, the dark side has already developed a weapon of that technology / those energies

• We are being given an opportunity to access these other energies that are coming in / are 
already here 
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•  the White Knights will also use the energy tool

RI: describes how to make an experiment of this: finding out about the various kinds of energy 
emissions from various bodies in the cosmos.
• Whatever is going on, we have to adapt to these external influences – and he calls 
human beings “good adapters”

Reading:  2017-10-21 NEW MOON in Libra October 19th 2017~ [SEE BELOW]

http://www.mysticmamma.com/new-moon-in-libra-october-19th-20 ART by MYSTIC MAMMA

CONFERENCE CALL

RI: the Uranus influence is going to make sure the pot gets stirred – Uranus puts in more hot 
peppers, as opposed to a bit of salt or some parsley!

T: and everyone is participating: Catalan and the royal hierarchy which has been “in Charge” for 
hundreds of years

Ri: comments that Spain has always been a hot bed of political intrigue – more stuff going on 
T: Vatican is, in fact, of Spain even worse than during the Inquisition – the whole mess in the 

Middle East and it is running things through Spain

RI: Always in the news somewhere, there are issues about finance: debts, social welfare 
programs, trading; all are relationships at the level of states [countries] in the generic 
sense; they are all totally mixed up right now

T: the common thread – Canada, US owned by England; England is owned by the Vatican 
•  like the New Yorker article last week that asked how we got here and got a Grump – 
look at the people who voted for him and take notes: the evangelicals are only 26 % of the
population and overrode everyone else – mind control, gerry mandering, etc – they are the
Dominionist Church of America which is based in the Protocols of Zion which points to the 
Vatican 

RI: evangelicals – another word for propaganda and the desire to have one’s own way – a power 
trip

T: the term “Evangelist” was twisted by the Vatican - 
RI: the inquistion – believe like I believe or you are a heretic 
T: and the Khazarians go all the way back to 1st century; then we go to 325 AD, and the Council 

of Nicea when Jesus was declared a heretic. And that Jesus we think we’re worshipping is 
really Lucifer -

RI: this is the height of propaganda and double talk

T: And it all has to be let go: there’s a huge demonstration in Rome – they don’t want to hear 
about refugees being suppressed; they want the rest of Europe to get with the program – 
• all these people have to eat so they’re selling their bodies, stealing, drug running – and 
Europe is getting it hard and is going even farther right than before 
• times now are far worse than they were during the time of Atlantis [when we were still in

5D]
RI: in the past, the refugees would have been turned into slaves in mines or on ships 
T: it is worse with the kids living beside garbage heaps and working to take care of our garbage – 

we export it to other countries where children live beside it and work to take out material 
they can use/ sell; 
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• this is the bottom of the barrel and the hard part is the skilfullness of manipulating 
devisiveness: the first time on the news is an item that Great Britain is working on a device
– laser – which can get rid of people in seconds.

RI: problem is this world is still controlled by psychopaths – and he reviews names, times

T: RI just took us back 13,000 years to Atlantis which was still in the 5th dimension – had a high 
civilization for hundreds and thousands of years: maybe we got bored or something: we 
responded to the idea of ”how about taking over China?”
•  had not the Asthar Command intervened then, the whole planet would have gone super 
nova – and today our psyches are wondering how much more we can stand

RI: Libra is air, one of the 4 cardinal forces – Libra is mental; we are likely to see an increase in 
psychiatric   problems 
• Weinstein is a simple case: 

T: refers to Rama getting a text from Tom the Cat, and later a call from Natasha, Katrina vanden 
Heuval, Sam Seder, David Corn: 
•  it’s not what you think – Harvey W is connected to Netanyahu,  Trump and Hillary; this 
story will crack open the whole story which is run on pedophilia – based on money and 
control,  poverty and exploitation.  

T: the 20 year olds wanting a career in Hollywood and that worm gives them ultimatums: he is 
the doorway to their success so . . .

Ri: that’s the problem of glamour and vanity 
T: there are some rarities who came in to facilitate the changes as in every walk of life – to

Reading: Mystic Momma  2017-10-21 NEW MOON in Libra October 19th 2017~[SEE BELOW]

Reading: the latest from The Collective, via Caroline Oceana Ryan [SEE BELOW]
2017-10-18  A Message to Lightworkers – October 18, 2017

For viewers to read: report on Obama’s presence in Virginia [SEE BELOW]

2017-10-19 Without Saying ‘Trump,’ Bush and Obama Deliver Implicit Rebukes 

By PETER BAKER https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/19/us/politics/george-bush-
trump.html 
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B B S Radio

Audio: wolf calls 

Audio: ALL THE SOUNDS IN THIS PIECE WERE BY ONE WOMAN!

Photo: Alberta coyotes
Oct 21, 2017

Audio:  2017-10-11 Dr. Steven Greer interviewed by the Health Ranger: Secret groups 
planning false flag “alien” attack to roll out world government         [SEE BELOW]

Dr. Steven Greer interviewed by the Health Ranger: The cosmic FALSE FLAG

https://vimeo.com/237618719

https://youtu.be/nEzy-NzCIns

Audio: The Laura Flanders Show
Paths to Just Recovery in Puerto Rico - The Laura Flanders Show 

https://youtu.be/WxSsEu4__Z0

This week on the show, Patri Ramirez Gonzalez from the Puerto Rico/Detroit 
Solidarity Exchange Network talks about grassroots plans to save family farmers and
the ecosystem in Puerto Rico, and Trishala Deb, Asia regional director for Thousand 
Currents, a grant-making organization with partners across the world, shares hard 
won lessons from grassroots activists in Asia. 

Then from food justice and grassroots brilliance we'll hear from David Galarza Santa,
a labor and community activist, about a Puerto Rican plan to recover, revitalize and 
resist calls for electricity privatization by building back different. 

Audio: RT News clips 

Situation in Greece refugee events; closing of world youth games in Sochi Russia;
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Audio: Max Keiser - Episode 1139 2017-10-21  

https://www.rt.com/shows/keiser-report/407376-episode-max-keiser-1139/ 
Max and Stacy discuss their ‘luxury-priced’ Obamacare policy and compare it to the new plan 
from Porsche which allows members to drive a new Porsche every day of the week, all year 
long for the same price. Also, Max interviews independent journalist Andrew Coffey 
(@coffeygrinds) about the latest in the alt-media market as demonetizations sweep the 
sector.

Audio:  Oct 19 -  The Opposition with Jordan Klepper  
Dr Carol Anderson, author of White Rage

https://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/shows/theoppositionwithjordanklepper?
vid=1215387

(and watching the intro to this segment is also worth the time!!!)

Audio: Eve Ensler  A Bioneers show – Oct 15th – 

https://www.linktv.org/shows/bioneers/episodes/eve-ensler-performs-provocative-
piece-from-fruit-trilogy

Audio:   2017-10-12 Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Attunements [SEE BELOW]

You Tube https://youtu.be/tkK5qKdgkX4 

Transcribe http://www.pleiadianlight.net/angelic-golden-dolphin-whale 

Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads

Reading: [SEE BELOW]

2017-10-21 Forget the war of words, the EO Trump signed Friday night anticipates 
a     war with massive casualties.    

Reading: [SEE BELOW]

2017-10-20 Jimmy Carter blasts the misogyny of male religious leaders—and the 
politicians who cower before them 

In honour and tribute to President Jimmy Carter! 
Closing: Rainbird 

T: Bernie Sanders invited to speak in Toronto, Canada on October 29.

Music not included: they were very much overtime

Enshallah! Sat Nam! 
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

2017-10-20  California Fires Defy the Laws of Physics (where’d the houses go?)

Santa Rosa & Northern CA Fires DEFY THE LAWS of PHYSICS (Where'd the houses go??) 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/california-fires-defy-the-laws-of-physics-where-did-the-houses-
go/

https://youtu.be/Q2q7nN0JYWE

There certainly appears to be something amiss in the scenes of destruction in Santa Rosa and 
other locations in California. The burn patterns of the California Fires are not normal. Highly-
flammable pine trees and ornamental grasses have endured where brick, cement, metal and glass
have completely disappeared. The melting/burning point of common household materials like 
glass (2600ºF) and stainless steel (2800ºF) are DOUBLE the temperature of house and forest fires
(1100ºF).

The “toasted cars” and other signature oddities, like massive steel I-beams twisted and melted 
from a mysterious heat source, intermixed with piles of unscorched paper at the site of the World 
Trade Center on 9/11 are familiar to readers of the work of Dr. Judy Wood, a mechanical- and 
materials engineering scientist and the author of ‘Where Did the Towers Go?’

Dr. Wood suggests that the bizarre devastation seen in Lower Manhattan and the World
Trade Center Complex were the work of newfangled Directed Energy Weapons (DEW)

and this is what some people are suspecting attacked California…
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2017-10-20  Sexism: A Brutal CNN Takedown Of John Kelly’s Comments About Women 

By rosy bread  
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/10/20/1708585/-Sexism-A-Brutal-CNN-Takedown-Of-
John-Kelly-s-Comments-About-Women

 

What kind of man could lie about a US Congresswoman in a White House controversy concerning 
a dead soldier?

We already know the answer to that.

We now know Kelly is deeply dishonest, but almost everyone is ignoring what he said about 
women, and ignoring it with the Harvey Weinstein mess still on the front pages of every 
newspaper in the country. Why did he feel he could treat Congresswoman Wilson like garbage? 
Was it her race. Her sex? Both? There’s some evidence for both, but the latter sounds fairly 
certain:

He also talked wistfully about how women were sacred in his youth and he seemed to 
long for those times. Kelly was born in 1950, so his youth wasn't particularly the best 
time for women or people of color in the US. Also, women have never been treated like
we were sacred. Not when Kelly was a child and not in 2017.

Some context: October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. It was not created 
because once upon a time women were sacred but now we need a month dedicated to 
domestic violence awareness because somehow we lost our way. Marital rape was not 
even a crime until 1979 -- and at the time was still not a crime in every state.

If women were sacred, Kelly would not have referred to an elected member of 
Congress, a black woman, as an "empty barrel" -- an insult to Frederica Wilson's 
intelligence... Neither would he have lied about what Wilson said at a dedication 
ceremony of an FBI building in 2015...

He took a tragic situation and made it worse. He owes his boss and the country an 
apology.

www.cnn.com/...
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John Kelly’s casual and delusional sexism fits perfectly with the fake nostalgia of MAGA. And the 
fact that he could spout it in the month of Weinstein while degrading a black woman is truly truly 
shocking.

Just how do Trump’s people’s brains actually work? It’s frightening the things they just don’t 
“get.”

And it again reveals how deeply flawed Kelly is as a human being in the America of 2017. This is 
an important lesson about Kelly, and we shouldn’t just let it slide simply because he surrounded 
this gross and ridiculous reworking of women’s history with similarly revolting lies.

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/10/20/1708585/-Sexism-A-Brutal-CNN-Takedown-Of-
John-Kelly-s-Comments-About-Women 
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2017-10-19   THANK YOU, Lawrence O'Donnell for a brilliant and courageous response ("Empty 
Barrel" Oct. 19, 2017)

By GarrisonPayneLeonard38H 

When I heard the “empty barrel” news conference today, I was troubled, but hours later I still had
trouble getting my head around the problem.  I knew that something was really wrong, and was 
groping my way to clarity at the time The Last Word aired tonight. Lawrence O’Donnell had all the
missing pieces..and then some.

First off: 

General Kelly, I know three Gold Star families, including the mother and sister of my second cousin, who fell 
in Vietnam. I went through every grade of school with my second cousin, and we both wore the same 
uniform – US Army, enlisted not drafted – during the years when he and the other two boys from my little 
home town died in Vietnam.  I also know that some of the friends I made in my Army service ended their 
lives in Vietnam. So, when someone stands up to limit the questions to those who know a Gold Star family, I 
know that I am qualified.

When I heard the news conference today, you – General Kelly – had my attention.  I respect and honor your 
service and that of your sons, and I agree that too few Americans have earned the right to speak on such 
matters.

I know that, in the military, we learn how to take orders.  We learn to take those orders from whoever is 
“superior”, even those who have demonstrated sufficient bad judgment for us to question their orders.

As a Marine Officer – product of the most authoritarian culture in America – you, General Kelly, have had to 
find a way to resolve the deaths of men you ordered into battles that killed them, and the death of a son you
could not order to be saved. If one is introspective at all – some are, some are not – resolving those deaths 
requires a hundred miles of tightrope walking. I respect your efforts in that regard, but I could not detect in 
your remarks anything beyond boilerplate acceptance and rationalization. Nonetheless, to that point,you did 
your duty as best you could see it.

Then you stepped outside of your duty. You abnegated the pro-forma obsequiousness and deference that all 
military personnel – especially the Officer corps – must model with regard to Civilian Authority.  When you 
speak as a military product, based on your service as an officer, you are back in uniform for the duration of 
those remarks because you choose to make a point of that uniform. Did you forget “Sir” and “Ma’am” when 
speaking with civilians, including a duly elected Congresswoman who represents thousands of Sirs and 
Ma’ams, or were you ordered to burn that village?  Did you get the whole sitrep – all the facts on the ground
–  including the Congresswoman’s longstanding relationship with Sgt. La David Johnson and his family, or 
were you guilty of ignoring a fact that you’d have broken a subordinate for missing?

I hope the world has pardoned Colin Powell for his UN presentation –  I have – but it may take some time for
General Kelly to live this kamikaze performance down, considering the draft-dodger whose narcissism 
required the sacrifice.

If anyone did not see Lawrence O’Donnell’s courageous response to General Kelly’s 
well-meant, but nonetheless derelict, performance,  see it online ASAP.

ADDENDUM — Friday morning: Rather than engage the numerous responses I found just now, I’ll 
add another thought or two, as a general recap and reply, in a separate post.  For convenience — 
though certainly not for continuity — I’ll label it “Thank You Lawrence O’Donnell — Part 2”
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2017-10-20  Top psychiatrist gives weighty assessment of how dangerous Trump is—then gives 
a     sound solution   

 
By Leslie Salzillo   

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/10/20/1708580/-In-3-1-2-minutes-top-psychiatrist-
gives-perfect-assessment-of-Trump-then-offers-the-solution

 
Psychiatrist and Psychoanalyst Dr. Kelly Solkowicz 

The left-leaning news/opinion group MIC.com captures one of the best takedowns of Donald 
Trump’s mental health by top psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Kerry Sulkowicz who puts his 
thoughts in laymen terms. Here are a couple of excerpts from the short video:

“People who are sociopathic demonstrate a number of things:

• One is the absence of conscience.
• Two is to hurt people and take advantage whether it’s lying, cheating, stealing

—on a habitual, regular basis.
• Three is they take pleasure in their destructiveness and have a very limited 

range of close relationships.”

Three examples of the above sociopathic behaviors that were mentioned by Sulkowicz are 
displayed by Trump in the video. But most know there are hundreds—if not thousands of 
examples of such behavior all on video and evidenced by the everyday words/actions of a sick 
man.

“I think that this issue about understanding Trump from a psychological perspective 
has taken on a new urgency, frankly, because of his behavior, which is unlike that of 
any president, certainly in modern presidential history.”
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During the video, The Goldwater Rule is excerpted. The rule prohibits psychiatrists from 
diagnosing public figures without evaluation. However, desperate times call for desperate 
measures. And these are desperate times.

“I think speaking out about Trump is certainly not something that only mental health 
professionals are doing with greater urgency and volume recently. Everybody is.”

Here is the MIC.com video (via Facebook) where Dr. Sulkowisz reminds the country of a U.S. 
Constitution Amendment, and an obvious option, that can be used to remove a Trump from the 
Oval Office.

Object 1

Unless one refuses to watch Trump on television or view his comments on Twitter, it’s clear the 
man is more than unfit and unhinged—he’s malicious, malign and dangerous. And talking about 
the problem needs to superseded only by actions—before millions of lives are lost. 

Thanks to Dr. Sulkowicz for speaking out unabashedly, as well as to all those in the behavioral 
science and mental health industries who refuse to compromise safety, ethics and morals by 
complying with and adhering to an antiquated rule.

You can learn more about Kerry Sulkowicz via The Psychiatric Times.
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2017-10-21 NEW MOON in Libra October 19th 2017~

http://www.mysticmamma.com/new-moon-in-libra-october-19th-20 ART by MYSTIC MAMMA

“RELATIONS” 13 Limited Edition Prints Available

The archetype of Libra, who is ruled by Venus, brings us the
gift of right relationship. She dances within the continuum of
me and we. She sways with the wind knowing that there is
always an exchange occurring, always a breath in and out. We
are in relationship with every thing in our world. All is a
relative. All is sacred. 

This New Moon reveals to us where our relations are out of
balance, and what needs tending and loving care. Libra
understands and values all sides and knows that
communication is the key to bridging mutual understanding.
Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our featured
luminaries…

From the insightful DIVINE HARMONY:

“The New Moon at 26’35 Libra is exact at 12:12pm PDT on October 19th 2017, commencing a 
new lunar cycle that focuses on relationships, partnerships and the sacred dance between self 
and other, masculine and feminine, yang and yin. 

“This is one powerhouse of a lunation because it is exactly opposite Uranus- the rebel, 
revolutionary and Great Awakener who is at 26’31 Aries. 

“Both the Sun and Moon will trigger Uranus in the hours leading up to the New Moon…making for 
some wake up/shake up energy playing out on the day of the New Moon but also in the 
upcoming lunar cycle.

“We just finished having Jupiter trigger Uranus- and this New Moon is reminiscent of the last 
Jupiter/Uranus opposition (from 9/28 to 10/2…) Waking up and shaking up the old established 
order is in hand. 

“Libra is about partnership and connection yet her shadow is sweeping things under the carpet as 
a means to not face and address what is not working, what is out of balance or what is 
simmering beneath the surface. 

“With Uranus in fiery Aries opposite the lunation what we have stuffed or repressed will certainly 
come up and out! This can be good, freeing and liberating or it can be anxiety producing, chaotic 
and unexpected. 

“It is up to each of us and how we navigate this lunar cycle- with a willingness to face our own
shadow, anger, rage and need to be in control… If we are conscious of it we can start to relate to
it more directly and work with this shadow part of self in integrative ways…”

“Before we can find peace, balance, harmony and right relationship- we have to acknowledge 
where we are out of balance, out of harmony and out of alignment. 
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“Shadow dynamics arising right now are showing us what is beneath the surface that we have 
not looked at or have been avoiding looking at. This is not necessarily bad if we use this astrology
wisely!

“We are also heading into an alignment of Pluto and Juno- the God of death and rebirth and the 
asteroid Goddess of partnership and marriage. These two have been dancing with each other 
since April this year but there exact alignment is on 11/11. 

“We have been in a huge death and rebirth portal in relationships of all kinds– romantic, 
marriage, business, financial and more. 

“Massive transformation is possible but also major endings can be necessary. Whatever old, toxic,
stagnant, stuck ways of being and doing relationship we have been holding onto can come up for 
us to let go of…”

“So we are in very huge ending cycles in relationships right now. This could be literal but also 
metaphoric- with one chapter ending and a new one being written. 

“This can also relate to relationship patterns and karmas we are completing as well. 
Massive endings and new beginnings are incoming and our willingness to let go of the old will 
make the coming month more graceful and easeful!”

© Copyright 2017 ~DIVINE HARMONY All Rights Reserved

From PAT LILES from The Power Path.com:

“Libra New Moon is so likely to carry us out of our comfort zones and give us some sort of 
electrical zap that forces us into radical reset! 

“Why say that?  The Sun and the Moon in Libra 26º are exactly opposite Uranus, an influence of 
upset, pattern breaking, emotional chaos and excitement.

“Libra is the archetype of balance; the scales are its symbol… Libra is a skilled and tactful 
negotiator always sorting for the best for all involved…”

“We have the added power of Venus being in her own sign, Libra, ruling this chart and helping us 
regain equilibrium and balance as we move with the paradox, upset and disruption of 
Uranus.  

“The intent of radical, revolutionary Uranus, The Awakener, is not to punish but to break up what 
limits the flow of expanding into our full essential being.

“Few would deny that we find ourselves in a profound growth and revolutionary period, 
and Uranus is here to make it so.

“Eris known as the asteroid of discord and strife, but more than that, she is the feminine spiritual 
warrior who cannot abide inequity and unfairness and is unafraid to wield a sword or rage or focus
destruction to reveal truth.
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“Eris is riding with Uranus in Aries truly a pattern breaker when these two work together as they 
have done in the last 18 months. Now the two ride together at this New Moon cycle opposing the 
Sun and Moon in Libra. 

“Expect the results of deep personal process to emerge that may have been pushed aside 
for the polite and socially acceptable. Expect what has been denied, pushed aside in the feeling 
realms to burst forth in righteous indignity insisting on being heard and seen.

“The result? Profound freedom, breaking of emotional attachments and ego bondage, the 
blessings of ‘beginner’s mind’.

“Jupiter in Scorpio is within 6º of the Sun and Moon, so Jupiter will expand the deep diving of 
our soul issues.

“Intimacy and vulnerability are deepening. Things are breaking apart.

“Some are being initiated into a new reality by the seat of their pants. Uranus never cares if you 
are ‘ready’.

“Uranus’ gift comes as deep intuition flashing out of nowhere – from the cosmos. You will 
want to follow those brilliant intuitions this New Moon. Everything and anything is possible at this 
time.

“Uranus invites us to lift our personal selves to the outer reaches of the solar system, beyond 
what we have imagined thus far, outside the us/them, good/bad polarities.

“We are being stretched into unity, cooperation, oneness, trust.

“‘Love is thicker than smoke’, as we say here in Northern California. Can we balance our giant 
brains with Heart? 

“North Node in Leo trine to Uranus/Eris (Aries) and trined to Saturn in Sagittarius says, ‘this is 
the path of growth’. This is your mission, earthlings.”

© Copyright 2017 ~PAT LILESAll Rights Reserved

From LEAH WHITEHORSE from her LUA Astrology:

“The quincunx from the New Moon to Chiron says something is uncomfortable. Old wounds, 
especially those that revolve around feeling different are likely to be part of the picture.

“Venus, the ruler of this New Moon is technically unaspected, meaning she makes no Ptolemaic 
aspects to any of the other main planets. This gives an extra ‘wild card’ influence. An unaspected 
planet can behave in extreme ways, prompting us to swing from love to hate and back again. 

“Combined with erratic Uranus and maverick Chiron, Venus unaspected emphasizes the feeling 
of disconnection that arises in this chart. Whilst this may manifest as disconnection from each 
other, it also could manifest as feeling disconnected from ourselves…”

“Jupiter has recently entered Scorpio, pushing us to explore darker territory within and gain 
a better understanding of the human shadow.
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“Almost the moment Jupiter landed in Scorpio, the story broke about Harvey Weinstein…And now,
just in the past couple of days, as Mercury conjoined Jupiter in Scorpio, we all began to talk about
our big secrets concerning sexual abuse and harassment through the ‘me too’ hashtag on social 
media. 

“…But we are talking now, and these conversations are feeding into this lunation as we have an 
out of sign conjunction to both Mercury and Jupiter. 

“If we are to have better relationships (Libra) then we need each other to know our stories to 
exorcise the demons. The truth may be ugly but it’s still the truth.

“And we also need to respect those who need to remain silent, for their own peace of mind.

“Saturn gives us some support with a sextile to the New Moon and gives us a way of coming back 
into balance. Uranus can be like a rebellious teenager so a mature approach is what works 
right now.

“Saturn’s passage through the global 9th house and Sagittarius challenges us to check in with our
belief systems about what is okay and what isn’t when it comes to our relationships.

“The New Moon in Libra is on the Sabian symbol:An Airplane Sails, High In The Clear Sky

“The big picture is becoming clear…Our eyes are wide open. The clear sky of this Sabian 
symbol shows that we too are seeing clearly.

“We cannot shy away from pain (Chiron) or hide in an ivory tower (Uranus). Right now, we are in
the middle of a journey, the destination governed by the conscious decisions we take daily. 

“If we can keep our conversations respectful too, then maybe we can implement what we have 
learned at ground level, later down the line. 

“Whilst there may be some anxiety, we are also going through a mass raising of consciousness. It
begins and ends with love.”

© Copyright 2017 ~LEAH WHITEHORSE All Rights Reserved

*NEW MOON* Blessings to us all ~

~MM

⚬ N E W  M O O N ⚬

October 19th  12:12 pm PDT

October 19th  7:12 pm GMT

October 20th 6:12 am AEDT

http://www.mysticmamma.com/new-moon-in-libra-october-19th-2017/
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2017-10-18  A Message to Lightworkers – October 18, 2017
by Caroline Oceana Ryan 

The latest guidance from the Ascended Masters, Galactics, Earth Elementals, Faery 
Elders, Angels and Archangels known as the Collective:

Greetings, dear ones! We are pleased to have this time to speak with you today.

And we see that your vibrations have shifted in the course of this presentation, to where you are 
awakening on a new level.

You are seeing ways in which you have not always loved and valued yourself, which is a great 
step toward understanding the nature of Love itself.

And you are realizing more fully that you greatly desire to finally Love and believe in 
yourself in ways that allow you to stop the judgments, the criticism, the sadness of 
feeling you are not enough in and of yourself, and so must engage the attentions of 
another in order to feel whole.

You are seeing now that Love is not something that comes to you, nor something that someone 
else “gives” to you.

You are seeing that it is an experience you walk into with full realization of its power, feeling it as 
a kind of morphic field, or radio frequency that you tune in to.

In that moment, you realize that ALL is Love.

That you are simply re-calling and re-claiming that powerful soul realization that you 
are Love itself.

You are re-membering that you do not have to wander the Earth or anywhere in this Universe 
seeking Love.

For You are the proof and the demonstration of Love, and the Essence of it.
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That which has been called Love has often been not the Love of your own soul, your own higher 
aspect.

It has been a right-brain, ego-mind need to attach to another, to win their approval, attention, 
praises, and high valuing of who you are, or who they believe you to be.

You are aware at all times, on a higher level, that despite the mental training and social 
conditioning of Earth life, that this is not Love.

This is simply a way in which the ego directs you to get what you need from another, while 
bypassing the powerful expression of the high heart and its inner knowing.

Which is, that as you are Love itself, you need never seek it outside yourself.

You have only to realize the power of it in yourself, to value yourself as a living expression of it, to
realize you can never be without, unless you were to cease to exist, and that can never occur.

It is so that the vast majority of adult human beings wish very greatly to Love themselves, to 
understand the true nature of Love at its higher levels, and to know themselves as Love Itself.

Yet this experience eludes them, as the ego-mind leads them ever further down the path of ego 
attachment.

(This is not so for children, who know they are Love itself, until told otherwise.)

And so in simply entertaining the idea that Love is not something that one needs to 
“find,” but something that you can actually realize experientially from within, you have 
begun a very great revolution in the world.
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And so we invite you continue your journey on this crucial, quite central matter, and to realize 
your own higher intent where Love is concerned.

To release the feelings of “needing” and even desire, if it tells you that your happiness lies outside
of your own being.

You are the Universe in its highest aspect, expressing in human terms.

You are the beauty of this Universe, created from Love itself to be Love itself.

Created from the design that is Life Force—the river that experiences the current of 
Love, whose every molecule carries its essence, and that leads ever on to that great sea
that is the Love running through the highest vibrational levels of your Universe.

It is impossible that you could ever be without it.

Namaste, dear ones! We are always with you.

 

Copyright 2017, Caroline Oceana Ryan

If you repost, please maintain the integrity of this information by reprinting it exactly as you find it here, and including the
link to the original post. Thank you
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2017-10-19 Without Saying ‘Trump,’ Bush and Obama Deliver Implicit Rebukes 

By PETER BAKER https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/19/us/politics/george-bush-trump.html 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Bush Decries ‘Nationalism Distorted Into Nativism’

Former President George W. Bush defended free trade and railed 
against populist rhetoric in an implicit criticism of President Trump.

Video  https://nyti.ms/2znMCM3

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. Photo by Seth Wenig/Associated Press.  

Neither of them mentioned President Trump by name but two of his predecessors emerged from 
political seclusion on Thursday to deliver what sounded like pointed rebukes of the current 
occupant of the Oval Office and the forces of division that propelled him to power.

In separate and unrelated appearances, former Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama 
both warned that the United States was being torn apart by ancient hatreds that should have 
been consigned to history long ago and called for addressing economic anxiety through common 
purpose. While not directly addressing Mr. Trump, neither left much doubt whom and what they 
had in mind.

Mr. Bush, the last Republican to hold the White House, spoke out at a conference he convened in 
New York to support democracy, noting that America first had to “recover our own identity” in the 
face of challenges to its most basic ideals. While Mr. Trump seeks to raise barriers to trade and 
newcomers, lashing out at targets with relish, Mr. Bush defended immigration and free trade, 
denounced nationalism and bigotry and bemoaned what he called the “casual cruelty” of current 
public discourse.

“We’ve seen nationalism distorted into nativism, forgotten the dynamism that immigration has 
always brought to America,” Mr. Bush said. “We see a fading confidence in the value of free 
markets and international trade, forgetting that conflict, instability and poverty follow in the wake 
of protectionism. We’ve seen the return of isolationist sentiments, forgetting that American 
security is directly threatened by the chaos and despair of distant places.”

Mr. Obama was more circumspect, returning to the campaign trail for the first time since leaving 
office to support Democrats running for governor in New Jersey and Virginia. His speeches were 
mostly get-out-the-vote pleas, but he defended his record on health care at a time when Mr. 
Trump has been trying to dismantle it, and he, too, pointed to the social, economic and racial 
schisms cleaving American society.

“What we can’t have is the same old politics of division that we have seen so many times before 
that dates back centuries,” Mr. Obama told a campaign rally for Philip D. Murphy in Newark. 
“Some of the politics we see now, we thought we put that to bed. That has folks looking 50 years 
back. It’s the 21st century, not the 19th century. Come on!”

Later, in the Virginia state capital of Richmond, he seemed to respond to Mr. Trump’s claim this 
week that Mr. Obama had not shown interest in the families of troops killed in combat. He did so 
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by invoking the candidate Ralph S. Northam’s work as an Army doctor caring for veterans at 
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.

“I can tell you as somebody who visited Walter Reed consistently throughout my eight years what 
it meant to have a medical staff that was literally helping to rebuild people’s lives,” Mr. Obama 
said.

Both former presidents have largely avoided taking on Mr. Trump since he was inaugurated in 
January, aside from occasional statements or comments in interviews. But the sight of the two 
most recent presidents back on the public stage on the same day, however coincidental, 
reinforced the broader alarm among establishment leaders of both parties.

Photo 

Nikki R. Haley, center, the American ambassador to the United Nations, with former Secretaries of State Madeleine K.
Albright, left, and Condoleezza Rice at a forum on Thursday in New York. Credit Seth Wenig/Associated Press 

“The two presidents speaking out so forcefully and eloquently is a warning that some basic 
principles of democracy that both parties have long supported at home and abroad are in 
jeopardy,” said Antony J. Blinken, who served as Mr. Obama’s deputy secretary of state and 
attended Mr. Bush’s speech on Thursday.

The bipartisan apprehension was illustrated by Mr. Blinken’s presence. As managing director of 
the newly formed Penn Biden Center for Diplomacy and Global Engagement led by Mr. Obama’s 
vice president, Joseph R. Biden Jr., Mr. Blinken attended to kick off a joint project with the George
W. Bush Institute and Freedom House to counter the erosion of support for democratic principles 
and institutions at home and abroad.

Similarly, former Secretary of State Madeleine K. Albright, who served under President Bill 
Clinton, joined former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, who served under Mr. Bush, for a 
panel discussion with Nikki R. Haley, the ambassador to the United Nations. At times, the two 
former secretaries gently coached Ms. Haley to resist Mr. Trump’s efforts to cut the State 
Department budget.

Afterward, Mr. Bush and Ms. Albright hugged and sat together, with the former president draping 
his arm over her shoulders.

Mr. Bush also released a “call to action” report examining threats to the liberal democratic order 
and making recommendations for protecting American institutions. The paper was drafted by 
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Peter H. Wehner, a former adviser in his White House, and Thomas O. Melia, a former State 
Department official under Mr. Obama.

For Mr. Bush, democracy and free trade are longtime themes, but there was an edge in his 
address that went beyond the usual nostrums. Asked by a reporter as he left the hall whether his 
message would be heard in the White House, Mr. Bush smiled, nodded slightly and said, “I think it
will.”

In his speech, the former president lamented that “bigotry seems emboldened” and “our politics 
seems more vulnerable to conspiracy theories and outright fabrication.”

Pointing a finger at the nation’s leaders, he said, “We know that when we lose sight of our ideals, 
it is not democracy that has failed; it the failure of those charged with preserving and protecting 
democracy.”

He acknowledged public discontent. “We should not be blind to the economic and social 
dislocations caused by globalization,” he said. “People are hurting. They’re angry and they’re 
frustrated. We must hear and help them. But we cannot wish globalization away any more than 
we could wish away the agricultural revolution or the industrial revolution.”

He also offered what seemed like a rejoinder to a president who uses Twitter as a weapon in a 
perpetual political war. “Bullying and prejudice in our public life sets a national tone, provides 
permission for cruelty and bigotry and compromises the moral education of children,” Mr. Bush 
said.

The Bush family has never been fond of Mr. Trump, who belittled Jeb Bush during their contest for
the Republican presidential nomination last year. Neither the former president nor his father, 
former President George Bush, voted for Mr. Trump, and the two issued a joint statement in 
August denouncing white supremacists after the violence in Charlottesville, Va., which Mr. Trump 
blamed on “both sides.” 

The younger Mr. Bush seemed to return to that on Thursday. “Bigotry or white supremacy in any 
form is blasphemy against the American creed,” he said.

He also emphasized the seriousness of the Russian effort to influence last year’s election, 
interference that Mr. Trump has dismissed as a “hoax” perpetuated by Democrats and the news 
media. “America has experienced a sustained attempt by a hostile power to feed and exploit our 
country’s divisions,” Mr. Bush said.

Advisers and allies to Mr. Bush said he spoke out because he was troubled about the larger forces 
he sees in the United States and around the world. Tom Bernstein, a longtime friend, said that the
moment was a “stress test for democracy” and that Mr. Bush wanted to make his points in a “very
direct but very dignified” way.

“We’re all called on to make sure that we get our country back, and I think all the things the 
president spoke of today, it’s a reaffirmation of American values,” Mr. Bernstein said.

Mr. Wehner said Mr. Bush was not interested in quarreling with Mr. Trump. “There’s enough 
political food fighting going on,” he said. “He doesn’t want to be part of that. It’s not part of that. 
What we need is people with some authority in American life to articulate a vision of the common 
good and the moral good and a vision of America.”
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Emulating Mr. Bush, Mr. Obama has mostly stayed quiet since leaving office. But with 
accomplishments like his health care program under siege, he returned to the fray at least 
elliptically on Thursday.

“You notice I haven’t been commenting a lot on politics lately,” he said in Richmond. “But here’s 
one thing I know: If you have to win a campaign by dividing people, you’re not going be able to 
govern them.”

He added: “Instead of looking for ways to work together to get things done in a practical way, 
we’ve got folks who are deliberately trying to make folks angry, to demonize people who have 
different ideas, to get the base all riled up because it provides a short-term tactical advantage.”

Mr. Obama was energized and comfortable, largely steering away from specific policy debates, but
he made a point of noting in Newark that he “created millions of jobs” and “by the way, we 
covered a whole bunch of folks with insurance, too.” His allusions to Mr. Trump, however, were 
still clear.

“The world counts on America having its act together,” he said. “The world is looking to us as an 
example. The world asks what our values and ideals are and are we living up to our creed.”

Correction: October 19, 2017 

An earlier version of a picture caption with this article misspelled the given name of a former 
secretary of state. She is Madeleine K. Albright, not Madeline.
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2017-10-11 Dr. Steven Greer interviewed by the Health Ranger: Secret groups planning 
false flag “alien” attack to roll out world government

by: Mike Adams 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-10-11-dr-steven-greer-interviewed-by-the-health-ranger-
secret-groups-planning-false-flag-alien-attack-to-roll-out-world-government.html

 

(Natural News) As part of our ongoing effort to explore our universe and seek answers to really 
big questions, we recently interviewed Dr. Steven Greer, M.D.

Dr. Greer, a prominent UFO researcher and emergency room physician, founder of Sirius 
Disclosure and creator of the popular new documentary Unacknowledged, explains that he 
believes many so-called “UFO sightings” are actually sightings of human-made aircraft, and that 
super secret groups exist inside the U.S. government which plan to stage a faked, “false flag” 
alien invasion attack in order to roll out globalist government that tramples individual human 
liberties forever.

Whether or not you agree with his analysis, Dr. Greer is an intriguing and highly intelligent 
individual who has uncovered an astonishing wealth of evidence to support his explanations. While
the mainstream media enjoys mocking anyone who asks questions “outside the box,” Dr. Greer is 
an individual who deserves your attention. His new book, Unacknowledged, is also available on 
Amazon.com.

I spoke with Dr. Greer about “cosmic false flags” and much more in the video below. As you’ll 
hear toward the end of the video, I also offered to volunteer my laboratory testing services for 
any exotic materials or unknown substances he might encounter.
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Watch and share everywhere:

Dr. Steven Greer interviewed by the Health Ranger: The cosmic FALSE FLAG

https://vimeo.com/237618719

   https://youtu.be/nEzy-NzCIns

As part of our ongoing effort to explore our universe and seek answers to really big questions, we 
recently interviewed Dr. Steven Greer, M.D.

Dr. Greer, a prominent UFO researcher and emergency room physician, founder of Sirius 
Disclosure and creator of the popular new documentary Unacknowledged, explains that he 
believes many so-called "UFO sightings" are actually sightings of human-made aircraft, and that 
super secret groups exist inside the U.S. government which plan to stage a faked, "false flag" 
alien invasion attack in order to roll out globalist government that tramples individual human 
liberties forever.

Whether or not you agree with his analysis, Dr. Greer is an intriguing and highly intelligent 
individual who has uncovered an astonishing wealth of evidence to support his explanations.

https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-10-11-dr-steven-greer-interviewed-by-the-health-ranger-
secret-groups-planning-false-flag-alien-attack-to-roll-out-world-government.html
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2017-10-12 Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Attunements 

You Tube https://youtu.be/tkK5qKdgkX4 
Transcribe http://www.pleiadianlight.net/angelic-golden-dolphin-whale 

Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads

Welcome sweet ones, we are delighted to offer you these beautiful Angelic Golden Dolphin and 
Whale Attunements, an invitation from the Golden Dolphins and Whales on Sirius B, who carry the
energetic signature of Divine Unconditional Love which they emit through their energy field and 
sonic vibrations as they anchor and activate their Light frequency through the crystalline grids, 
through the oceans of Mother Earth and within and around the 144 Unity Grid of Divine Love.
 

These beautiful Beings stepped down their vibration prior to the duality experiment on this earth 
plane to embed the key codes of Divine Love and Unity Consciousness, along with many of the 
Master Beings of Light from On High. And now, in this Golden Age of Light, as you collectively 
merge timelines ~ from the karmic timelines into the Christed timelines through the integration of
your Beloved I Am Presence and multi-dimensional selves in coming Home, in coming fully back 
into your bodies, you are being offered an opportunity to recode these crystalline frequencies, the 
Omm Wave Resonance of Divine Unconditional Love, more deeply upon this sacred earth for 
yourselves and for all humanity, through linking to the etheric Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods. 
 
The Dolphins and Whales are Master Healers and Teachers and Keepers of Light upon this sacred 
earth. They are highly evolved omni-dimensional Beings assisting you to come into a deeper level 
of remembrance of the One Unified Heart of All Creation and with this, the Knowing of your own 
Divinity. The Angelic Golden Dolphins and Whales work closely too with many of the Christed 
Extra-Terrestrial Councils, and in particular, the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light, the Sirian 
Archangelic League of the Light, and the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light; and it is 
with these Star Councils Overlighting sweet ones, you will experience three Angelic Golden 
Dolphin and Whale attunements, ending in a Sirian Stargate of the Heart activation. 
 
So just get yourselves comfortably relaxed now as you move into this transmission of Light. 
Wherever you are in your sacred space now, start to breathe deep into the body, expanding the 
lower abdomen as you breath in, contracting the lower abdomen as you breath out, and just 
having a sense of how your body feels in this moment ~ of how you feel ~ just bringing your 
energy in, focusing on the heart chakra now, as you experience this beautiful Diamond, Golden 
and White Flame of Divine Love activate within the heart chakra. And you take this beautiful 
Diamond, Golden and White Flame of Divine Love into each one of the chakras now, spinning the 
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chakras in a clockwise or counter clockwise direction respectively, to find balance in this Now, to 
let go of what was and what is to come, to simply Be in this Now, to receive these beautiful gifts 
and to connect to one another in Divine Love and Unity Consciousness. 
 
And as you feel this connection now to one another, as the Light workers and star seeded ones, 
you connect into the Unity Grid of Divine Love, having a sense of this connection to the star 
seeded ones and the Lightworkers, to your soul and star family and friends of the Light. And you 
have sense, too, of all those listening with you at this time, in this Now, and all those connecting 
through the I AM Avatar Consciousness of Light into this Unified Cosmic Heart of Divine Love. 

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

And now, sweet ones, you have a sense of the Dolphins and the Whales, these beautiful Angelic 
Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods, as they start to connect into the crystalline matrix, into the 
crystalline grids around Mother Earth and through her oceans, and to the nodule points that hold 
particular resonance of the crystalline vibration of Divine Love ~ this Omm Wave Resonance of 
Divine Unconditional Love. And as you connect deeper into the Unity Grid, and now into the 
Crystal Heart of Mother Earth, you just feel her Love as she sends you her Love back up your 
grounding cord into your body and energy field. And as your energy field expands even further 
now, sweet ones, you deepen into the I AM Avatar Blueprint, to your Light Bodies, merging now 
with your Beloved I AM Presence, the Highest Light that you are within the Cosmic Heart of 
Mother/Father God. 

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

Wonderful sweet ones. You now come into a deeper sense of your own radiance, your own 
magnificence, your own Divinity, as these precious sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love, as 
these Masters Beings of Light. For you are here, on this earth plane, to be of service to Mother 
Earth and all her life. You have down stepped your vibration, you have moved onto this plane of 
polarity and duality for the experience of it, so that you can create the Pathways of Divine Love 
for yourselves and others; through these unique experiences, and through clearing the collective 
karmic of humanity, while moving through the full range of human emotions. Good sweet ones. 
And now there is the knowing of your magnificence and Light as you return home, fully present in 
your body, in your Temple of Light. 

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

You now call in now the Overlighting of Mother/Father God, the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the 
Andromedans and the Arcturians, all of the Light, the Order of Melchizedek, Lord Melchizedek, 
Lord Michael, Lord Metatron, the Mighty Elohim, the Archangels and their Divine Feminine 
counterparts, the Ray Masters, the Ascended Masters, Nature Intelligence and Nature Spirit 
Intelligence. As you link deeper now with the etheric Dolphins and Whales you have a sense too of
Nature Spirit Intelligence, sweet ones. Connecting to the gnomes and the goblins and the fairies 
and the elves and the salamanders, the undines and nymphs. And now, calling in your Master 
Guides and your Guardian Angel and all other Beings of Light from On High that you personally 
acknowledge. 

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊
Wonderful sweet ones. From this center of ever-present Love, you connect into the Cosmic Heart 
of All Creation, feeling yourselves as Divine Love, ever expanding in this infinite energy, in these 
swirlings of Divine Love. Good sweet ones. As you connect to this Ocean of Divine Love and now, 
in to the energy of Mother Earth, you bring a focus now sweet ones, to this first attunement, the 
Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Multi-dimensional Merging Attunement. 
 
This attunement activates the occipital lobe found at the base and back of the head. The occipital 
lobe regulates the flow of information from the higher dimensions and your multi-dimensional 
Selves. So you start to experience a greater sense of your multi-dimensionality and the many 
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parallel realities in which you simultaneously exist as you draw to you the future timelines of Unity
Consciousness. For it is through the infinite and eternal Now, sweet ones, that you experience the 
merging of your multi-dimensional Selves. You are comfortably relaxed within your sacred space 
as you now experience this attunement and invocation.
 

Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Multi-dimensional Merging Attunement
 

I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,
and the many Beings of Light from On High that I personally acknowledge,

as I now merge with my Beloved I Am Presence,
the Highest Light that I Am,

within the Cosmic Heart of God.
 

I now find myself in a multi-dimensional Chamber of Light, 
brought in by the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light,

the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light, 
and the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light.

 
I now call upon the Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods

to assist in activating the occipital lobe found at the base and back of the head,
also known as my Ascension Chakra and the Mouth of God,

so I may connect through my Beloved I Am Presence
and the Christed Timelines,
to all dimensions of Light,

on which all aspects of my Consciousness exists,
as these multi-dimensional Master Beings of Light.

 
As I now experience the energy of the

Golden Dolphins and Whales,
their sonic vibrations and crystalline matrices of Light,

the occipital lobe expands,
and a Stargate Portal of Light activates,
taking me into the Christed Timelines.

 
I now merge with my multi-dimensional Selves from

sister dimensions, different planets and stars,
physical and non-physical universes,

merging into the infinite eternal Now moment,
in Conscious Awareness of All That I Am,
within the Cosmic Heart of All Creation.

 
I now draw to me my future timelines,

to experience being fully integrated and home in this Now,
within my physical body, 

and upon this sacred earth. 
 

I now experience my full magnificence and Light,
as this sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love,

looking through my Master Eyes
 at all of Life around me.

Integrated, centered, aligned, connected and in full
appreciation of my multi-dimensionality,

infinite Beingness and unlimited Potentiality,
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grounded and centered within my Temple of Light.
I Am All That I Am

 
I now experience the Omm-Wave Resonance of

Divine Unconditional Love
for myself and for all Humanity

through linking to the etheric Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods.

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

Wonderful, sweet ones. You have a sense of this deep unconditional love as you link into the Unity
Grid of Divine Love; to the Light Workers and the star seeded ones, to all the Beings of Light from
on High, and to the etheric Golden Dolphins and Whales. And with these etheric Pods you 
experience this Omm-Wave Resonance, anchoring it throughout the hearts and minds of all 
humanity.  

֍◊֍◊֍ Ommmmmmmmmmmmm Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmm ֍◊֍◊֍
.
Good sweet ones. And now you experience the Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Illumination 
Attunement. This attunement links to the pineal gland to activate the third eye and vision center 
through insight, understanding, compassion, wisdom and illumination; giving you greater clarity 
as to where you are in this Now, and what you are still integrating or choosing in your unique 
experiences.

Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Illumination Attunement

I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,
and the many Beings of Light from On High

 that I personally acknowledge,
as I now merge with my Beloved I Am Presence,

experiencing my Self in my full magnificence and Light.
 

I now find myself in an Illuminations Chamber of Light,
brought in by the Pleiadians Emissaries of the Light,

the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light,
and the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light.

 
I now bring my focus to a Portal of Light found just above my crown chakra,

connecting me to the Sun and Solar Core,
and the Overlighting of Helios and Vesta,

our Solar Logii and God Parents for this Solar System.
 

Initially now, as I focus on the Sun above the crown chakra,
I experience myself wrapped in these beautiful 

Copper-gold and Pink-gold Flames of Solar Service,
lifting me into the Solar Crystalline Matrix of Divine Love,

the New Earth templates, and now,
the Sacred Cosmic Fire of Illumination.

 
I now call upon the Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods
to assist in activating the pineal gland and third eye,

to remove the Veils of Illusion,
to allow me the knowing that I am completely Divine,

and having walked the karmic timelines, 
and experienced pre-birth agreements,
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was so that I could assist in clearing the collective karma for humanity,
as well as my family, ancestrally and at a cellular level.

 
Coming into my body now, with greater clarity of where I Am in this Now,

and what I am still choosing to work with,
to integrate or to re-experience,

in the knowing of myself as Divine,
requires only surrender to All That Is.

 
And now, as the pineal gland and third eye activate

 to the maximum Cosmic Law can allow
in receiving the Light rays of Creation,

and the sonic vibrations and crystalline frequencies of
the Golden Dolphins and Whales,

I see clearly now in insight, understanding, 
compassion, and wisdom.

 

All Pathways before me are Pathways of Divine Love,
The karmic timelines and the Christed Timelines

merge in this Now,
as I lift my Mind into the Mind of God.

 
I co-create my Heaven on Earth as part of the

I Am Avatar Race,
in harmony and peace,

with Mother Earth and all her Life.
 

I forgive and Love,
as I experience my full range of emotions,

supported by Life, in full trust and surrender,
acceptance and knowing,

I Am All That I Am.
 

I now experience the Omm-Wave Resonance of Divine Unconditional Love
for myself and for all Humanity,

through linking to the etheric Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods,
and the Unity Grid of Divine Love.

֍◊֍◊֍ Ommmmmmmmmmmmm Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmm ֍◊֍◊֍
 

Good sweet ones. You are now ready to experience the Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Sacred 
Geometry Attunement. This attunement connects through your Higher Self of the Light, to re-birth
the original Patterns of Perfection in the form of sacred geometries within the body and energy 
fields, additionally assisting in activating the dormant DNA.

 
Angelic Golden Dolphin and Whale Sacred Geometry Attunement

 
I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,

and the many Illumined Beings of Light from On High
that I personally acknowledge,

as I now merge with my Beloved I Am Presence, 
experiencing my Self

within the Cosmic Heart of All Creation.
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I now find myself in a Sacred Geometry Chamber of Light
this multi-colored Laser Light Grid,

brought in by the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light,
the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light,

and the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light.
 

I now connect to my Higher Self of the Light,
merging now with this Matrix of Twelve Soul Rays

of which I am one,
my Soul Family of the Light.

 
I experience this wonderful telepathic communication,

this deep Love and reconnection to 
my Soul Family of the Light,

drawing these Souls into my reality,
in this timeline and in this Now.

 
I call upon the Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods
to re-birth the original Patterns of Perfection

in the form of sacred geometries
within my body and energy field,

so I may experience being re-birthed as my
Highest Self of the Light,

In this Golden Age of Light,
fully centered and aligned to the Divine.

 
As I experience these sacred geometries, fractal geometries, 

and sound and color frequencies,
through the sonic, celestial and crystalline signatures

of the etheric Dolphins and Whales,
I further activate the dormant DNA into the 

remembrance and Knowing that I Am already my 
Higher Self of the Light,

consciousness experiencing myself in physicality.
 

I am re-birthed as my Higher Self of the Light.
All the karmic lessons, all the pain, loss, heartache,

disillusionment and perceived separation,
are embraced in this Ocean of Divine Love, 
and the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God,

knowing each imprinting of not being seen or heard,
 offered me the opportunity to Love myself more.

 
I now align into my original Divine Eight-Cell Blueprint,

aligning my will with the Will of the Divine,
in full remembrance of my Service work

to this sacred earth and the lower dimensions.
As this sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love,

as this Master Being of Light.
 

I experience the sonic dimension of the universe,
as loving and healing.

I am Love,
I am Light, 
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I am Joy,
I Am All That I AM

 
I now experience the Omm-Wave Resonance

of Divine Unconditional Love for myself and for all Humanity,
through linking to the etheric Golden Dolphin and Whale Pods

and through linking into the 
Crystalline Grid of Divine Love, 

this 144 Unity Grid of Divine Love. 

֍◊֍◊֍ Ommmmmmmmmmmmm Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmm ֍◊֍◊֍

Wonderful, sweet ones. You are ever expanding in this Ocean of Divine Love, as you experience 
this Omm-Wave Resonance of Divine Unconditional Love, taking it into those areas and those 
countries that you know need this Love. Start with your own countries, and your own locations, 
for where you are geographically is where you anchor your Light, sweet ones ~ it is where you 
affect and create change within your lives and within the One Reality of All That Is. And from here
you move to particular areas that you know are being called upon to assist through your Beloved I
Am Presence and the I Am Avatar Consciousness of Light.

֍◊֍◊֍ Ommmmmmmmmmmmm Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmm ֍◊֍◊֍

Wonderful sweet ones.  You are now ready to experience the Sirian Stargate of the Heart. 
Comfortably relaxed as you bring your focus to your Christed Hearts, you activate the Petal of 
your Peaceful Heart, your Loving Heart, your Healing Heart, your Joyful and Happy Heart, your 
Innocent and Open Heart, your Powerful Heart, your Knowing Heart, your Overflowing and 
Prosperous Heart, your Trusting Heart, your Heart of Integrity and Truth, your Intimate Heart and
now into your Passionate Heart.  Good.  
 
And now, you visualize this beautiful Diamond Sphere of Light 54 feet in diameter around you and
within this the Fruit of Life and all related geometries of Metatron's Cube as they now activate in 
this holographic expression within the heart, as you now state: 
 

I call upon the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light
 to activate mySirian Stargate of the Heart.

I am ready to experience my highest potential and
the next level of my Soul's blossoming, magnificence and Light.

I am ready to experience the merging timelines of all Golden Ages of Light.
I am ready to experience my multidimensional Selves,

my Higher Self and Beloved I Am Presence, 
my future Self and all aspects of myself needing to be embraced within my Christed Heart.

I deepen into the Knowing that I Am Whole within my Body of Light
releasing all levels of victim and persecutor consciousness,

and Loving All That Arises.
And So It Is.

 
Good sweet ones. You now bring a focus to a portal of Light, the Sirian Portal, found 2.4 feet 
above the crown chakra. As this portal activates, you are now surrounded in this beautiful silver-
gold sphere of Light 10.8 feet in diameter around you. You now experience a toroidal field of Light
emanating from and pouring into your Christed Heart sweet ones as you start to experience the 
Stargate of the Heart, of Divine, unconditional Love and the Ascension Codes of Galactic Christ 
Consciousness. 
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This donut shape torus field now activates within this silver-gold sphere 10.8 feet in diameter 
around you. It now folds in upon itself as all points along its surface converge together into a 
zero-dimensional point within your Christed Heart. And now sweet ones, you see two spinning 
vortices activate and converge within the heart chakra in a vertical alignment. The top vortex now
spins in a clockwise direction from the heart chakra towards this Galactic portal, aligning you 
deeper into the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God. The bottom vortex initially spins in a counter-
clockwise direction into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth, grounding you as you focus on what 
you need to release to Love all that arises. And now, sweet ones, you have a sense of these two 
vortices starting to activate into a funnel shape through the Christed Heart. Wonderful. 
You now bring a focus to the shape of the star tetrahedron within the heart chakra to activate 
your Merkaba Field of Light. This star tetrahedron now expands from the heart chakra into this 
beautiful silver gold sphere of Light 10.8 feet in diameter around you as you now state: 
 

"As I align my will to the Divine Will of Mother/Father God,
I bring a focus to the Golden Fruit of Life that expands from within my Christed Heart,

to this beautiful Golden Fruit of Life sphere 54 feet in diameter around me.
And now within this,

I again visualize this beautiful silver-gold sphere 10.8 feet in diameter around my Self.
I now visualize three super-imposed star tetrahedrons 

within this silver-gold Sphere of Light,
all the exact same size, superimposed over one another.

I now spin my emotional body star tetrahedron in a clockwise direction 
within this Golden Fruit of Life,

at the same time spinning the mental body star tetrahedron in a counter clockwise direction within
this Golden Fruit of Life,

as I recite the following Fibonacci ratios and God Speeds of Light:
8/5, 11 times God speed to infinity,
13/8, 22 times God speed to infinity,
21/13, 33 times God speed to infinity,
34/21, 44 times God speed to infinity.

 
And now, my Light Body/Merkaba Field is activated

 to the speed of the fifth and sixth dimensions, 
to the new Earth Templates of Divine Love 

and the Sirian Stargate of the Heart.
Bringing me home into my physical body,

and the merging and integration with my Beloved I Am Presence,
Higher Self, soul and star family and friends of the Light."

◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

Good sweet ones. Lastly now, you bring a focus to the preservation of the dolphins and whales, 
touching the hearts and minds of all those wishing these beautiful sentient Beings harm ~ 
bringing this collective unified force field of Divine Unconditional Love to the hearts and minds of 
all humanity. And now, you touch the hearts and minds of all those ready to experience the 
Cosmic Heart of All Creation, as One Unified Field of Light, deepening and connecting to the many 
Legions of Light from On High, and the I Am Avatar Consciousness of Light. 

 
You are doing well, sweet ones, you are doing so very well. Trust in this, trust in your gifts, trust 
in life. You come back now into your sacred space, grounding into the crystalline matrix and 
crystal heart of Mother Earth, feeling her Love as she sends you her Love back up your grounding 
cord into your body and energy field. You are deeply relaxed. You are home, within your physical 
body, and you have a sense of these beautiful Beings, all these Beings of Light from On High, 
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these etheric Golden Dolphins and Whales, your soul and star family and friends, your soul 
councils, and your earthly family and friends; you are all embraced in this ocean of Divine Love. 

 
We thank you, sweet ones, for your service work, we bless you, and with this we bid you a most

magical day.
◊֍◊◊֍◊֍◊◊◊֍◊֍◊֍◊

Video Credits

Dolphin Artwork by Tamara Tavernier (Aka Rainbow) https://www.rainbowsheart.com/

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/tamara.l.tavernier

Music by Michael Hammer www.michaelhammer.net 

Transcribe edited by Eadie Miller  
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2017-10-21 Forget the war of words, the EO Trump signed Friday night anticipates a     war with   
massive casualties. 

By Victor Klemperer Respawned 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/10/21/1708645/-Forget-the-war-of-words-the-EO-
Trump-signed-Friday-night-anticipates-a-war-with-massive-casualties

Don't act surprised. Donny would
love to go out with a bang and take
everyone with him. 

While the Art of Deception is played out on the boob tube, Don the Con signed Presidential 
Executive Order Amending Executive Order 13223 late Friday with no fanfare. That should send a 
chill down the spine of every service member. Not just active duty, but also ready reserve and 
retired military.

EXECUTIVE ORDER

- - - - - - -

AMENDING EXECUTIVE ORDER 13223

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the 
United States of America, including the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 1601 
et seq.), and in furtherance of the objectives of Proclamation 7463 of September 
14, 2001 (Declaration of National Emergency by Reason of Certain Terrorist Attacks), 
which declared a national emergency by reason of the terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001, in New York and Pennsylvania and against the Pentagon, and the 
continuing and immediate threat of further attacks on the United States, and in 
order to provide the Secretary of Defense additional authority to manage personnel 
requirements in a manner consistent with the authorization provided in Executive 
Order 13223 of September 14, 2001 (Ordering the Ready Reserve of the Armed 
Forces to Active Duty and Delegating Certain Authorities to the Secretary of Defense 
and the Secretary of Transportation), it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Amendment to Executive Order 13223. Section 1 of Executive Order 13223 
is amended by adding at the end: "The authorities available for use during a 
national emergency under sections 688 and 690 of title 10, United States 
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Code, are also invoked and made available, according to their terms, to the 
Secretary concerned, subject in the case of the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air 
Force, to the direction of the Secretary of Defense."

What this means is simple:

Section 1 of EO 13223 allows the president to order any ready reserve into active duty for up to 
24 months.

Sections 3 and 5 of EO 13223 provides a mechanism to, among other things, “recall any regular 
officer or enlisted member on the retired list to active duty and to detain any enlisted member 
beyond the term of his or her enlistment.”

That EO, signed by Bush while the World Trade Center was still smoking, has never been 
rescinded. The Authorization to Use Military Force, which Obama repeatedly asked Congress to 
review, revise or rescind, continues to remain in force.

The consequence of this is the ammendment to 13223 signed into law by Trump, 
extends the state of emergency and allows the federal government to recall into service
any “retired member of the Regular Army, Regular Navy, Regular Air Force, or Regular 
Marine Corps.”

Section 690, US Code 10 (which is now being overridden) limits the number of retired officers who can be 
pressed in to service.  This EO amendment does away with that.

Section 688, US Code 10 (which is now being overridden) stipulates the authority to order retired service 
members to active duty. This removes the limits on time people can be pressed in to service.

Unlike Bush, whose executive order forced service extensions on soldiers already serving when 9/11 
happened, Trump is giving himself the power to recall anyone who’s ever served in the military in the past. 
For these reasons, some people (myself included) are interpreting the text of this EO as evidence Trump 
wants to go to war and wants to make sure no military personnel who has retired, or who intend on soon 
leaving can leave.

The man is preparing for a war with massive casualties.

Saturday, Oct 21, 2017 · 8:19:49 AM MST · Victor Klemperer Respawned 

The amended EO is, in part, designed to press into service 1,000 retired pilots.  Gee, what could 
you possibly do with 1,000 additional pilots? 

"We anticipate that the Secretary of Defense will delegate the authority to the 
Secretary of the Air Force to recall up to 1,000 retired pilots for up to three years," 
Navy Cdr. Gary Ross, a Pentagon spokesman, said in a statement. 

But as the article notes,

the executive order itself is not specific to the Air Force, and could conceivably be used
in the future to call up more officers and in other branches.

That is ominous. The guy has demonstrated — repeatedly and consistently —  that he will always 
exceed our expectation for insane behavior. Downplaying the significance of this latest action 
requires one to ignore the history of behavior we have all witnessed.
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2017-10-20 Jimmy Carter blasts the misogyny of male religious leaders—and the politicians who 
cower before them 

By Leslie Salzillo   
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/10/20/1708600/-Jimmy-Carter-pens-op-ed-about-
women-sure-to-stun-most-male-religious-leaders-around-the-world

39th President Jimmy Carter  

In an earlier Daily Kos story, I highlighted a 2009 op-ed written by America’s 39th President 
Jimmy Carter. In his straightforward commentary, the Nobel Peace Prize laureate writes about the
massive mistreatment and violence against women around the globe by men who use power and 
religion to subjugate. If I could choose any op-ed that I’ve ever read in my lifetime and deem it a 
“must read” it is this. Today, with permission by a representative from the The Carter Center, I 
am including the full op-ed written by one of the most powerful and beloved humanitarians in this 
day and age.

Here is the Jimmy Carter commentary: Losing My Religion for Equality

“I HAVE been a practicing Christian all my life and a deacon and Bible teacher for 
many years. My faith is a source of strength and comfort to me, as religious beliefs are
to hundreds of millions of people around the world. So my decision to sever my ties 
with the Southern Baptist Convention, after six decades, was painful and difficult. It 
was, however, an unavoidable decision when the convention’s leaders, quoting a few 
carefully selected Bible verses and claiming that Eve was created second to Adam and 
was responsible for original sin, ordained that women must be “subservient” to their 
husbands and prohibited from serving as deacons, pastors or chaplains in the military 
service.

This view that women are somehow inferior to men is not restricted to one 
religion or belief. Women are prevented from playing a full and equal role in many 
faiths. Nor, tragically, does its influence stop at the walls of the church, mosque, 
synagogue or temple. This discrimination, unjustifiably attributed to a Higher 
Authority, has provided a reason or excuse for the deprivation of women’s equal rights 
across the world for centuries.

At its most repugnant, the belief that women must be subjugated to the 
wishes of men excuses slavery, violence, forced prostitution, genital 
mutilation and national laws that omit rape as a crime. But it also costs many 
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millions of girls and women control over their own bodies and lives, and continues to 
deny them fair access to education, health, employment and influence within their own
communities.

The impact of these religious beliefs touches every aspect of our lives. They help 
explain why in many countries boys are educated before girls; why girls are told when 
and whom they must marry; and why many face enormous and unacceptable risks in 
pregnancy and childbirth because their basic health needs are not met.

In some Islamic nations, women are restricted in their movements, punished for 
permitting the exposure of an arm or ankle, deprived of education, prohibited from 
driving a car or competing with men for a job. If a woman is raped, she is often 
most severely punished as the guilty party in the crime.

The same discriminatory thinking lies behind the continuing gender gap in pay and why
there are still so few women in office in the West. The root of this prejudice lies deep in
our histories, but its impact is felt every day. It is not women and girls alone who 
suffer. It damages all of us. The evidence shows that investing in women and girls 
delivers major benefits for society. An educated woman has healthier children. She is 
more likely to send them to school. She earns more and invests what she earns in her 
family.

It is simply self-defeating for any community to discriminate against half its 
population. We need to challenge these self-serving and outdated attitudes and 
practices – as we are seeing in Iran where women are at the forefront of the battle for 
democracy and freedom.

I understand, however, why many political leaders can be reluctant about stepping into
this minefield. Religion, and tradition, are powerful and sensitive areas to challenge. 
But my fellow Elders and I, who come from many faiths and backgrounds, no longer 
need to worry about winning votes or avoiding controversy – and we are deeply 
committed to challenging injustice wherever we see it.

The Elders are an independent group of eminent global leaders, brought together by 
former South African president Nelson Mandela, who offer their influence and 
experience to support peace building, help address major causes of human suffering 
and promote the shared interests of humanity. We have decided to draw particular 
attention to the responsibility of religious and traditional leaders in ensuring equality 
and human rights and have recently published a statement that declares:

‘The justification of discrimination against women and girls on grounds of 
religion or tradition, as if it were prescribed by a Higher Authority, is 
unacceptable.’

We are calling on all leaders to challenge and change the harmful teachings and 
practices, no matter how ingrained, which justify discrimination against women. We 
ask, in particular, that leaders of all religions have the courage to acknowledge and 
emphasize the positive messages of dignity and equality that all the world’s major 
faiths share.

The carefully selected verses found in the Holy Scriptures to justify the 
superiority of men, owe more to time and place – and the determination of 
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male leaders to hold onto their influence – than eternal truths. Similar biblical 
excerpts could be found to support the approval of slavery and the timid acquiescence 
to oppressive rulers.

I am also familiar with vivid descriptions in the same Scriptures in which women are 
revered as pre-eminent leaders. During the years of the early Christian church women 
served as deacons, priests, bishops, apostles, teachers and prophets. It wasn’t until 
the fourth century that dominant Christian leaders, all men, twisted and distorted Holy 
Scriptures to perpetuate their ascendant positions within the religious hierarchy.

The truth is that male religious leaders have had – and still have – an option 
to interpret holy teachings either to exalt or subjugate women. They have, for
their own selfish ends, overwhelmingly chosen the latter. Their continuing 
choice provides the foundation or justification for much of the pervasive persecution 
and abuse of women throughout the world. This is in clear violation not just of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights but also the teachings of Jesus Christ, the 
Apostle Paul, Moses and the prophets, Muhammad, and founders of other great 
religions – all of whom have called for proper and equitable treatment of all the 
children of God. It is time we had the courage to challenge these views.

He lives by example. And this world is surely a better place because of his life and presses. Thank 
you, President Carter.

To help honor and pay tribute to President Carter, check out the Honoring 
Jimmy Carter Facebook page here: www.facebook.com/...

Read more about Jimmy Carter:
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• Citizens United   and today's campaign money is 'legal bribery’ says   Jimmy 

Carter 
• Jimmy Carter First To Use   Solar Panels   On The White House In 1979 - Guess   

Who Took Them Down? 
• Jimmy Carter urges Obama to take these steps to help bring   peace between   

Israel & Palestine 
• Jimmy Carter: We are at a turning point—  women are key   agents of the   

changes we need 
• Watch our 39th U.S. President Jimmy Carter   endorses Hillary Clinton   
• Jimmy Carter's   TED Talk:   'The mistreatment of women is the number one   

human rights abuse' 
• Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter celebrate a   big beautiful marriage:   'We're closer   

than ever'  on   
• 19 years later,   single mom posts thank you   to President Carter about   

positive impact of 'Habitat' home 
• Jimmy Carter takes interview, while   building homes,   to discuss controversial   
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Habitat for Humanity   project   
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